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Michael Neiberg has begun a serious effort to take into account a much wider view of the First World
War. His recent (2005) brief global history of that conflict gave an overview of the major questions that
politicians and the military on all fronts had to face in conducting this modern, industrial war.[1] In
this his latest work Neiberg has turned from the big picture to a single Western Front action,
responding to an invitation to write a study of what he calls “the most important twentieth-century
battle about which there was no important monograph”(p. ix). The invitation was extended by Spencer
C. Tucker as editor of the series “Twentieth-Century Battles” in which the work under review is
published. The other works in this series that deal with the First World War are Timothy C. Dowling
on the 1916 Eastern Front Brusilov Offensive (2008) and a further two on naval battles.
On seeing the words “Battle of the Marne” most readers think of the September 1914 battle that put an
end to the German invasion of Belgium and France. The second battle of that name took place in July
and August 1918 and marked the turning point as the last of the five German offensives on the Western
Front between March and July were halted and the Allied counteroffensives began, resulting in the
Armistice less than four months later. The two Marne battles were completely different in planning
and execution and reveal the enormous changes that had taken place over four years of war in both men
and materiel. However, despite the crucial place of the Second Battle of the Marne in the Allied victory,
it has received little attention from historians.
This neglect is the result of the often asserted proposition that France has lost every war in which it has
been involved since Napoleon, hence could not have taken part in the 1918 battles. Since the country’s
political and military leaders sat at the victors’ table in the Galerie des Glaces, Versailles to watch the
signing of the peace treaty, such an assertion can only be a gross misrepresentation of France’s effort in
the First World War. The war cost France dearly, as the title of Robert A. Doughty’s recent study of
French strategy and operations between 1914 and 1918 reveals, but that fact only increases rather than
diminishes France’s role during that conflict.[2]
The failure to appreciate France’s effort in the final year of the war derives from several causes. First of
all, within France, it is only fairly recently that historians and the general reading public have begun to
study the first of the twentieth century’s destructive wars fought on French soil, possibly because
military history itself became more acceptable once the trauma of 1940 had begun to be expressed in
print. Moreover, the French official history of the First World War, Les Armées Françaises dans la
Grande Guerre, itself devotes much less space to Second Marne than to the 1914 battle, the latter
receiving a whole volume to itself. The account of the Second Battle of the Marne is split between
volumes, with the defensive battle against the German attack (La Bataille de Champagne, 15–18 July) in
tome 6 vol. 2, and the counter-offensive (les batailles du Soissonnais et du Tardenois, 18 July to 9
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August) occupying chapters 3–6 in the slim tome 7, vol. 1. Readers should note that the relevant
volume is tome 7, vol. 1, and not tome 8 vol. 1 as here, in the bibliography (p. 210). Second, Englishspeaking historians have down-played France’s role, not because of any anti-French sentiment but
because of a concentration on “national” history. Hence, in the U.S. for example, historians have
concentrated on the (very limited) American experience of the fighting. This has led to such
unfortunate works as John Mosier’s Myth of the Great War which aims to prove that the decadent
Europeans required an infusion of American blood in order to gain victory; hence it was the Americans
who won the war.
It is unlikely that more scholarly works, such as Robert B. Bruce’s account of Franco-American
relations which emphasises the role that France played in arming, training and equipping the American
Expeditionary Forces will overcome the popular appeal of Mosier’s polemic.[3] The anti-French tone
of works such as Mosier’s has been reinforced by the World War II experiences of Vichy France and the
Roosevelt–de Gaulle antipathy, as well as by more recent conflicts in the Middle East. In Britain, a
similar concentration on national history has led to neglect of France’s contribution. This neglect
began with the assertion of the British commander-in-chief, Sir Douglas Haig, that it was the British
Army that won the war, and it continues to this day.[4] While the necessity to write national history is
vital, it is time to take a broader perspective on the 1914-1918 conflict especially since English is taking
over the world of communications and fewer and fewer students learn a foreign language. Part of the
reason for the neglect of the French story is an inability amongst American and British (and
Commonwealth) historians to read the voluminous French sources, both published and archival.
The author’s implicit aim is, therefore, to redress the neglect of this 1918 battle which marked the start
of the march to victory, and Neiberg is right to offer the reader an analysis of this strangely neglected
but important First World War battle. He joins Robert Doughty in putting the French Army back into
the 1918 fighting. For too long the anglocentric concept of “The Hundred Days” that led to victory—
counting from the Franco-British Battle of Amiens on 8 August, thus ignoring Second Marne—has
dominated the historiography. It must be acknowledged, however, that the phrase “The 122 Days” does
not have the same Napoleonic ring to it.
Three introductory chapters set the scene briefly, with an account of the first three years of the war,
followed by the evolution of the French, British and German armies during those years. Next, two
chapters relate the German preparations and their prosecution of Operation MARNESCHUTZ-REIMS,
the last of the five German offensives in the West. The German intention was twofold: to consolidate
their position along the Marne by capturing Reims, thereby improving communications into the sector;
and to draw French reserves to the area, hence, away from the British lines further north, so that the
German high command could launch a decisive attack on the British (Operation HAGEN). Finally, four
chapters deal with the turnaround from defence against the German onslaught to the phases of the
counterattack and the German retreat northwards. In his conclusion Neiberg “honors” General
Ferdinand Foch who as supreme allied commander had masterminded the international response on the
Marne. He contrasts Foch’s command style (vindicated by his being raised to the dignity of marshal)
with the lack of operational skill in the German high command, and he reiterates the conclusions of
Doughty and Michel Goya among others that the French Army was not the “worn-out, tired” (p. 187)
army that it is so often portrayed.[5] Tired it certainly was, but it was not worn out and played the
dominant role on this battle. Of the fifty-nine divisions engaged in the double defensive–offensive action,
forty-six were French.
Although France supplied the greatest number of troops to Second Marne, Neiberg is even-handed in
giving due weight to the British corps and to the American divisions that fought in the battle. Indeed,
this was the most “international” of the Western Front battles, especially since an Italian corps was also
involved in the fighting.
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Neiberg gives a comprehensible exposition of the action, based largely on published sources, with the
help of clear standardised maps. He provides a good description of the geography of the battlefield. He
uses a vivid image of the Marne pocket that the Germans had created when they penetrated southwards
across the river as a paper bag whose neck the Allies attempted to close from both east and west, so as
to cut off supplies to the enemy troops inside the bag, thus forcing them to surrender or be killed. This
image ties together neatly the different stages of the battle. Furthermore, the account is enlivened by an
effective selection of eye-witness accounts.
Nevertheless, there are some lacunae. The Italians supplied a whole army corps to the fighting in
France, in compensation for the French and British troops who had gone to Italy after the disaster at
Caporetto in October 1917 and who remained there until war’s end. Italian labourers and auxiliary
troops also provided support in France. Yet the Italians are missing from Neiberg’s account. The two
divisions of II Italian Corps suffered so badly in the German attack as they defended the front astride
the River Ardre that they had to be relieved. Neiberg describes very well the difficulties of terrain in the
Ardre valley and relates the hard fighting that the British XXII Corps who relieved the Italians had to
endure. Yet the author comments in a footnote (note 49, p. 204) that most Allied officers had “a
generally low impression” of the Italians, and that the latter “were quickly relieved of their place in the
line and transferred away.” This is to do an injustice to their stalwart defence as part of Fifth Army, and
to the corps’ 14,874 casualties during their time in France (9334 of them between 15 and 24 July).[6]
When Neiberg has a reputation for taking a wider than usual perspective on the war, and when he is
restoring the French Army to its rightful place in the story of 1918, it seems strange that the Italian
role should be so dismissed. Certainly, President Raymond Poincaré noted that the corps commander,
General Albricci, a former military attaché in Vienna, was intelligent. “Tous les généraux français font son
éloge,” Poincaré noted.[7]
The account of the battle would have benefited from a greater emphasis on the role played by the
intelligence services. Although Neiberg does point out that the Allies knew that the German attack was
coming, the French intelligence services were playing a pivotal role by July 1918. At French
headquarters the head of the 2e Bureau which dealt with intelligence matters was so confident that the
German attack could not be launched before 15 July that he went on leave in the days beforehand.[8]
His confidence derived from the studies he had made of the railways resources that the enemy could use
in the salient and of how much capacity those resources provided. His office was also supplying to Foch
daily reports of the numbers, positions and readiness for battle of the German divisions in France. Since
Foch’s confidence in the state of the enemy forces was a key factor in his request that Sir Douglas Haig,
the British commander-in-chief, move British divisions to the Marne sector and also in his
countermanding of Pétain’s suspension of the preparations for the counteroffensive, the role of the
intelligence service in the success should perhaps have received greater attention.
The most significant development in the way the Allies fought in 1918 involved what has become
known as the “bataille interarmes,” the all-arms battle. No longer did the outcome depend on the infantry
and on the artillery alone, but aviation and tanks also played significant roles in dominating the
battlefield. Once again, in this reader’s opinion, too little space is given to this aspect of the Second
Battle of the Marne. As General Mangin’s Tenth Army infantry debouched from the forest of VillersCotterêts on the western edge of the battlefield, they were preceded by hundreds of Renault FT tanks—
like a swarm of angry wasps—and they were overflown by a cloud of aircraft from the newly formed
Division Aérienne.[9] Usually the Battle of Mondidier that began on 8 August further north alongside
the British (the Battle of Amiens) is cited as the all-arms battle par excellence, yet more tanks and more
aircraft were deployed on the Marne. There are plenty of histories of tanks and of aviation, and an
evaluation of the use of these two arms would have given an even more rounded picture of the battle,
bringing it yet further out of the neglect that it has suffered.
There are other smaller problems, some geographic. On page 11, the rivers Marne, Ourcq, Vesle and
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Aisne are described as running towards the east, whereas they all flow westwards and all end eventually
in the Seine before reaching the Atlantic. Marfaux on the maps becomes (wrongly) Marfeux in the text
(p. 149). Errors have crept in to the introductory account: Foch’s Ninth Army did not attack into the
marshes of St-Gond during the 1914 Battle of the Marne (p. 2), nor could the British slow advance into
the gap between the two German armies during the same battle be described as a “charge” (p. 3). It is
misleading to state (p. 5) that Foch could not give orders to the French Army under its commander-inchief General Philippe Pétain, because on 26 June 1918 Pétain’s right of appeal against Foch’s orders
was revoked. Therefore, at the time of Second Marne, Pétain was indeed obliged to obey Foch’s orders.
Finally, to avoid angry letters from any Scottish readers, it is not heather but the thistle (le chardon) that
is Scotland’s emblem (p. 171).
More important than these minor points is the question of Paris and the significance of the national
capital in the war. Neiberg claims that “[l]arge elements of the French government had fled Paris” for
Bordeaux (p. 6) as a result of the German shelling of Paris and the earlier German offensive on the
Chemin des Dames in May 1918. But, although arrangements were made to shift gold and other
securities, the government remained in Paris, the Chambers continued to sit, and Poincaré stated that he
would not leave Paris as he had done in 1914. Certainly there was no chance that Premier Georges
Clemenceau would leave voluntarily. Since Neiberg cites Clemenceau’s defiant words: “I will fight in
front of Paris. I will fight in Paris. I will fight behind Paris,” it is puzzling, therefore, why he believes
that “large” sections of the government had decamped (p. 78). Indeed Paris plays too large a role
altogether. The capture of the capital was not the German intention in 1914 (pp. 8, 27, 77). The
imperative was to defeat the French Army speedily so as to be able to turn to the east and to defeat the
Russian Army. A decisive victory in the field was the goal, not the inevitable delays involved in
capturing Paris. Nor was Paris the goal in 1918. As David Zabecki has shown in his recent study of the
German 1918 offensives (and Neiberg acknowledges his help [note 16, p. 199]), the German aim was to
defeat the British.[10] Operation MARNESCHUTZ was therefore only to be a preliminary to
Operation HAGEN against the British in the north, due to begin a few days after the Marne action had
drawn away French reserves. The successful Allied defence and counterattack on the Marne prevented
HAGEN from taking place. Hence Neiberg’s insistence on Paris as a long-term goal is odd, especially
as he admits that “there is no evidence that Paris was an immediate, or even a medium-range, goal of the
Germans in July” (p. 87).
Neiberg himself states that he hopes not to have written the “final word” (p. 190), but he has made an
excellent start on repairing the neglect of the Second Battle of the Marne, thereby restoring the French
Army to the 1918 battlefield. That army had learned much since 1914 about how to fight a modern
battle, and Neiberg has shed important light on the obscurity surrounding that learning experience.
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